May 14th, 2018
Delivered by Hand
City Clerk’s Office
City of Greater Sudbury
200 Brady Street
Sudbury Ontario P3B 5P3
This is in reference to correspondence of the 25 of April 2018 to me by the Deputy City Clerk in which
the notice of appeal related to the below noted to be received together with appropriate payment by
the 15th day of May 2018:
By–law 2018-62Z as amended by By-Law 2018-71Z – specifically related to these by-laws the
rezoning of subject lands in the “Kingsway Entertainment District” as being parts of PINS 735610261,73581-0264 &73661-0282, Parts 2,3,5,8,14,15,part of Part 10, Plan 53R-1993991, Lots 9 & 10,
Con 4, Twp of Neelon, Kingsway CGS, from “M2” Light Industrial and “M3” Heavy Industrial to
“M2(15) Light Industrial Special and “M3(15)” Heavy Industrial Special to permit a parking lot as a
permitted land use (1916596 Ontario Ltd., Kingsway Sudbury.
This appeal is being made by the Minnow Lake Restoration Group, incorporated in 1990 –
(909144) and recognized as a Charitable environmental entity by Revenue Canada #87663 3074 RR
001. Our organization is a member of the Ramsey Lake Stewardship Committee and Greater
Sudbury Watershed Alliance. Members of these two organizations presented to the planning
committee on this matter in council chambers and may be parties to the appeal as appropriate in the
process.
Please accept the appeal fee of $300 on behalf of the Minnow Lake Restoration Group
Also please note submitted USB Key with this document - receipt requested.

John Lindsay
President, Minnow Lake Restoration Group – info.minnowlake@gmail.com – 705-507-6037
Attachments and Enclosures

Local Planning Appeal Tribunal
Notice of Appeal – May 14th 2018
The Appellant: The Minnow Lake Restoration Group, represented by President, John Lindsay
The mandate of the organization is environmental restoration and protection in the Watershed of Lake
Ramsey and in particular that area known as “minnow lake”, being part of ward 11 in the City of
Greater Sudbury and encompassing the northern and western shore and watershed areas of Lake
Ramsey. I am representing the Minnow Lake Restoration Group. I am also a member of the Ramsey
Lake Stewardship Committee and the Restoration Group is a fee paying member of the Greater
Sudbury Watershed Alliance. Members of these two organizations addressed the planning
committee with respect to concerns outlined in this appeal and may be parties to any forthcoming
aspects of this process.
The subject properties identified as future parking areas by By-law 2018-62Z as amended by By-law
2018-71Z are within the watershed of Lake Ramsey, a drinking water source for approximately 30
percent of the population of the municipality of Greater Sudbury (50-60 thousand persons) and a
major recreational source.
References:
Storm water management and Water Quality: Departmental/Agency Circulation: Provincial
Policy Statements: 1.6.6.7 a) and b) 2.2.1 a) e) 1 h), Source Water Protection Plan 12, 13, and
Growth Plan 6.3.5, Official Plan 8 – Elaboration under these headings provided with reference to
variance with the application and the appropriateness of these references.
Location – Land Use: Provincial Policy Statement 1.1.3. Rational provided under this heading with
regards to the inappropriate use of the subject land for the reasons provided.
Transportation Systems – Active Transportation: Provincial Policy Statements 1.6.7.1, 1.6.7.3,
1.6.7.4 Clean Water Act part iv 2006. Detailed analysis under these headings provided to show
variance,
It should be noted that while this appeal focus on parking areas and transportation issues, it is done
so in recognition that parking required both within the development proposed for the Casino/Hotel and
Entertainment/Arena and also on adjacent property. This appeal should be considered with reference
to related appeals and the potential for future development that could pose additional environmental
threats and transportation challenges..
Storm water Management and Water Quality:
Sodium and Chloride levels, largely through road salt input from roadways and other hard surface
areas including parking lots in the watershed, have been increasing over time to the extent that for
sodium they are almost 3 times the limit (Ontario Drinking Water Systems Regulation 170/03) at
which level persons on sodium restricted diets could be at risk. The current level of chloride is
approaching that at which aquatic life can be harmed which is 120mg of chloride per litre and the
current Lake Ramsey level Is approaching 100mg/L. The severity of this problem cannot be ignored
as there are very few mitigation methods. Any additional sources of contamination must be limited

including large hard surface development within the watershed. This concern was expressed by
several who spoke and submitted documents to the planning committee and has been the subject of
a number of meetings held in the community where material was presented that will be made
available as appropriate. Also the current Ramsey Lake Sub-Watershed Study has not been
completed and could impact any decisions especially with respect to the CGS Water and Wastewater
Master Plan which notes that “Ramey Lake is a vulnerable water supply and may not be sustainable
in the future due to water quality threats as documented in Source Water Protection documentation
described in the Water baseline Review Report (WSP, 2015)”.
While the applicant recognizes the parking area consists of “undulating bedrock” and is within “the
Intake Protection Zone (IPZ) 3 of Ramsey Lake with a vulnerability score of 9 (with 1 being the lowest
threat and 10 the highest) in the Greater Sudbury Source Water Protection Plan requiring an
enhanced level water quality control”, it is noted that “details of storm water management for the site
will be finalized as part of satisfying the servicing conditions on the draft plan of subdivision prior to
registration and as part of the site plan for the subject lands” Dillon Consulting has provided the city
with a Preliminary Report identifying road salt concerns but have not referenced the Ramsey Lake
Sub-Watershed study as this report has not been completed or the CGS Water and Wastewater
Master Plan just released. Without findings from these reports any consideration of the suitably of
this site is premature. There is reference to Water Resource in part 8.0 of the Official Plan, however
as this document has not been updated the reference to salt contamination, the dangers of which
have only recently in the past few years been acknowledged in many affected jurisdictions in North
America is lacking. This is possibly why the City has approved this development without any specific
provisions to address the impact of road salt to the environment that many individuals raised during
the public process including those referenced below with respect to the relevant Provincial Policy
Statements:
1.6.6.7 Planning for storm water management shall:
a) minimize, or, where possible, prevent increases in contaminant loads
c) not increase risks to human health and safety and property damage
2.2.1 Planning authorities shall protect, improve or restore the quality and quantity of water by:
a) using the watershed as the ecologically meaningful scale for integrated and long-term planning,
which can be a foundation for considering cumulative impacts of development;
e) implementing necessary restrictions on development and site alteration to:
1. protect all municipal drinking water supplies and designated vulnerable areas; and
h) ensuring storm water management practices minimize storm water volumes and contaminant
loads, and maintain or increase the extent of vegetative and pervious surfaces.
2.2.2 Development and site alteration shall be restricted in or near sensitive surface water features
and sensitive ground water features such that these features and their related hydrologic functions
will be protected, improved or restored. Mitigated measures and/or alternative development
approaches may be required in order to protect, improve or restore sensitive surface water features,
sensitive ground water features, and their hydrologic functions.
Provincial Growth Plan 6.3.5 The Province will work with the federal government, municipalities and
others to include measures to protect and preserve air quality, water quality and quanity and natural
heritage in planning for climate change impacts and environmental sustainability.

With respect to mitigation measures there is well established scientific evidence which can be
provided that indicates that salt (sodium and chloride) is not easily removed by any mitigation
methods such as holding ponds. Salt quickly enters into solution and into the environment,
specifically the watershed in the form of surface and ground water. Mitigation measures suggested
as the removal of snow and sand from the parking area will not capture the salt to any significant
extent as it has already entered into solution and become part of the surface runoff from the parking
areas in place over the “undulating bedrock” of the site. As submitted, as part of the public input, it
was, by our organization and others stated recognition of this established fact. Also documented, it
was revealed that based on accepted parking lot contractor snow removal practice, for an area the
size of that projected for the subject site(s) a substantial amount of sand containing salt would be
required for each storm event of which on average could be between 30 and 50 per winter based on
amounts above 2 to 4 centimetres. The salt in the mixture would melt and while the snow not melted
could be removed together with the sand, it is very unlikely that any of the salt would be recovered.
Over a period of time the amount of salt entering the environment from the parking areas and
connecting new roadways would enter the watershed and eventually Lake Ramsey. This was not
addressed by the applicant and no researched technical reports referenced as to how salt loadings to
Ramsey Lake would be addressed over time. We are concerned that despite assurances by the city,
we have no way of knowing what actions might be taken to address this issue as the Planning Act
does not appear to permit Site Plan agreements to determine what actually may take place.
Further, the city could have considered location options other than in this environmentally sensitive
area, recognized in various consultants’ reports commissioned by the city. The present Sudbury
Community Arena is not in the Ramsey Lake Watershed and has sufficient existing parking available.
Development of other areas would be problematic, considering again environmental concerns
depending on location and traffic demands, plus planning and development costs. These are serious
matters to be evaluated when in fact the present Arena location is satisfactory. .
Departmental/Agency Circulation
It is of particular and interesting concern that the Conservation Authority through the Source
Protection Plan had “no comment” with respect to the application, although they identify (threats 12
and 13) as road salt being a drinking water threat when any product used to maintain roads and
pedestrian areas contains sodium and or chloride.” and with specific reference to Lake Ramsey. It is
further noted that the Clean water Act "requires local communities access existing and potential
threats to water quality" and to ensure "appropriate land use designations to prevent threats of
existing and future land use activities to drinking water sources”. The watershed of Lake Ramsey is
not large and every opportunity to control development should be made to protect the resource
including “appropriate land use designations” and not to develop lands through changes in land use
zoning within the watershed that could negatively impact the water resource. The approval of
applications that could result in comprising water quality with the stated intent to incorporate what
could be potentially unproven and likely inappropriate and ineffective measures is not satisfactory and
is not good planning practice. Comments with respect to Infrastructure Capital Planning Services
(Roads) will be dealt with under separate heading below under Transportation Systems. :
Location – Land Use
It is noted in Provincial Policy Statement 1.1.3 that “it is in the interest of all communities to use land
and resources wisely, to promote efficient development patterns, protect resources, promote green
spaces, ensure effective use of infrastructure and public service facilities and minimize unnecessary
public expenditures” It would appear that the applicant has not addressed any of these elements
particularly with respect to protecting resources, effective use of existing infrastructure and public
service facilities and minimizing unnecessary public expenditures. To be more specific, other areas

outside of the Ramsey Lake Watershed for development would protect the resource. The existing
Arena and parking areas and the central transportation hub in the downtown would make effective
use of existing public infrastructure and minimize unnecessary public expenditure. It should be further
noted that this policy statement contains reference to the promotion of “intensification, redevelopment
and compact form” and specific references to “protect public health and safety and the natural
environment”
Transportation Systems:
The application provides only minimal and superficial comments under the heading “Transportation
Systems” and it is only in Appendix #1 is this matter examined in any detail, and our comments are
compatible with those of Roads, Traffic and Engineering and we are of the opinion that there are
sufficient concerns related to Provincial Policy Statements noted below:
1.6.7.1 Transportation systems should be provided which are safe, energy efficient, facilitate the
movement of people and goods and are appropriate to address projected needs.
1.6.7.3 As part of a multimodal transportation system connectively within and among transportation
systems and modes should be maintained and, where possible, improved including connections
which cross jurisdictional boundaries
1.6.7.4 A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize the length and
number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit and active transportation.
Three traffic studies were carried out with respect to the application and all arrived at basically the
same conclusion, which basically indicated that there will be congestion on roadways and streets
serving the area with the development of just the Casino/Hotel and Arena/Entertainment venues that
will be further constrained with any future development on this and adjacent property. These
concerns are presented in more detail as follows:
Volume and capacity need assumptions were based primarily on projected attendance levels for OHL
games at the arena and for spaces required for the casino and hotel. However, reports evaluated
subsequent development of the entire property identified as the “business park” which would
contribute to the total traffic volumes as would the creation of twin ice pads as considered for the
future and also possibly, although not mentioned but based on community suggestions, a motorsports
park and other entertainment facilities such as a watersports park. These are important elements to
be considered, as while not specifically addressed in the application, there is reference to other traffic
volumes as would be generated by a “business park” in the Appendix documents relating to traffic
studies.
While OHL attendance is estimated to be on average not more than 4,000 spectators, attendance for
other events such as concerts can approach capacity (5,800) which would substantially affect traffic
volumes, and those intersections and arteries described as being as or above capacity would be
more severely effects. However it was “assumed” according to the report that “these events “would
be infrequent enough that the hockey analysis would govern the analysis”. This despite the fact that
these sold out events would require parking space in excess of that predicted for OHL hockey events
for which there does not appear to be any provision.
It is apparent in the traffic study reports that existing congestion situations and those predicted due to
possible future growth will continue to exasperate the situation despite proposed changes to traffic
light timings and in certain instances creation of additional turning lanes are not possible due to

“geometric constraints”. In short it would appear that what is being created in this area is similar to
that at in what is called the four corners (Regent – Long Lake – Paris street intersection) in the south
end of the city which the City MTP can see no practical physical solution. The congestion now
experienced in the Kingsway area as noted on Saturdays will only increase with the Kingsway
development.
The background traffic analysis indicates that, with some adjustments to the traffic signal timing, the
intersections of the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road and the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road will
operate near full capacity. The analysis indicates that the addition of the business park trips will put
these intersections over capacity. No mitigation measures are recommended other than the need to
accelerate construction of road links identified in the Transportation Master Plan to divert traffic away
from these two intersections “. It is further mentioned that “Staff are satisfied that there is sufficient
capacity in the transportation network to support the vehicle trips being generated by the arena,
casino and hotel during the afternoon peak hour. However, with the volume of vehicles expected to
be generated by the business park, the study has identified that the intersections of the Kingsway at
Barry Downe Road and the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road do not have sufficient capacity to
accommodate the expected total volume of vehicles.
It is interesting to note that the study has recommended that the capacity constraint be mitigated by
accelerating the construction of new roadway links that are identified in the Official Plan, specifically,
the northerly extension of Street C and westerly connection to Falconbridge Road and the bypass
around New Sudbury from Highway 17 to Maley Drive”. One of these road links would be the
extension of Maley Drive to the Kingsway which consultants indicate would only offer partial relief as
quoted “The Kingsway intersections at Barry Downe Road and at Falconbridge Road are also both
expected to be constraints during the typical weekday PM peak hour. The Maley Drive extension will
reduce volumes on the eastbound left turn at both intersections and thereby increase capacity on the
opposing westbound movements; however, the westbound approaches will continue to be over
capacity under total future conditions. The westbound through and right turn movements at Barry
Downe Road are both expected to be 9% over capacity, and the westbound through movement at
Falconbridge Road is expected to be 17% over capacity. This would be a regular occurrence and
would therefore be less acceptable than a similar deficiency associated with a few sold-out events per
year at the arena.”
However, the construction of new roadway links are discounted in the consultant’s report and indicate
there could be consequences even if and when developed “Additional road connections north of the
site are envisioned in the city’s TMP, but those are identified as long-term potential links beyond the
horizon of this study. Under future background conditions (i.e., without the proposed development in
place), the intersections in the western part of the study area (involving Barry Downe Road and
Falconbridge Road) are anticipated to have capacity, level of service and/or storage constraints on
some movements. In particular, the Kingsway intersections with Falconbridge Road and Barry Downe
Road are key focal points with substantial volumes on left turn movements to and from the north. An
opportunity may exist for some west-oriented site traffic to divert to Bancroft Drive, which has surplus
eastbound capacity available at Second Avenue. However, this would result in additional traffic
pressure on residential collector roads, and also would result in the northbound direction exceeding
capacity at Levesque Street and the Kingsway.

Even without “business park” traffic to any significant extent the consultant’s report indicates “During
the pre-game peak hour, it is expected that approximately 2,285 vehicles will be travelling to the site
to attend the event. This value considers that 5% of event goers will utilize transit and that a small
percentage of event goers will be people who work within the proposed business park or are already
at the casino. During the pre-game peak hour, this volume of vehicles exceeds the capacity of the
intersections of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road and the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road.
Specifically, at the intersection of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road, the southbound left turn
movement and eastbound through movement have been identified as not having sufficient capacity to
accommodate this expected volume of vehicles. For the southbound left turn movement, vehicle
queue lengths are expected to extend to approximately Palm Dairy Road, while for the eastbound
through movement, queue lengths are expected to extend just beyond the driveway entrance which
serves the Keg Steakhouse and Bar and other commercial properties. In addition, each southbound
left turning vehicle is expected to be delayed 110 seconds before being able to travel through the
intersection, while each eastbound through vehicle is expected to be delayed 78 seconds. Similar
capacity constraints are identified at the intersection of the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road. Both the
southbound left turn movement and eastbound through movement have been identified as not having
sufficient capacity to accommodate this expected volume of vehicles. The southbound left turn
movement is expected to have vehicle queue lengths extend 4 or 5 vehicle lengths beyond the
driveway entrance to the Ambassador Hotel, while the eastbound through movement will have vehicle
queue lengths extend beyond the Cambrian Ford site. In addition, each southbound left turning
vehicle is expected to be delayed 116 seconds before being able to travel through the intersection
while each eastbound through vehicle is expected to be delayed 109 seconds. While the study has
identified capacity constraints at these intersections, nevertheless city staff is of the opinion that the
existing road network can sufficiently store these vehicles without impacting nearby intersections.
However, as identified above, some existing business driveways may be impacted by the expected
vehicles queue lengths”, an undesirable situation which will likely with future development be
exasperated
With respect to parking requirements: At times when a hockey game is scheduled at the arena, the
site (not including the surrounding business park) would require a parking supply of approximately
3,335 to 3,365 spaces: • 2,615 spaces for the main arena; • 520 to 550 spaces for the casino; and •
200 spaces for the hotel. The study has also identified that maintenance agreements for the parking
lots may be required to ensure the appropriate standard of maintenance is provided and what type of
arrangement needs to be made to facilitate shared parking once the business park is constructed.
There is no consideration of what the establishment of other amenities such as a motor sports park, a
water park, or other attractions would have on traffic patterns and congestion. As these other
amenities have received considerable attention as distinct possibilities they need to be factored into
any traffic considerations at this time and not relegated to future accommodation measures which
may not be practical..
During the afternoon peak hour, it is expected that 600 vehicles will be travelling to the site and 1,575
vehicles will be leaving the site. Of these 2,175 total trips, 72% are expected to be generated by the
remainder of the subdivision lands or the business park as identified in the study. While there may be,
according to Staff that there is sufficient capacity in the transportation network to support the vehicle
trips being generated by the arena, casino and hotel during the afternoon peak hour, however, with
the volume of vehicles expected to be generated by the Business Park, the study has identified that

the intersections of the Kingsway at Barry Downe Road and the Kingsway at Falconbridge Road do
not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected total volume of vehicles. The study has
recommended that the capacity constraint be mitigated by accelerating the construction of new
roadway links that are identified in the Official Plan, specifically, the northerly extension of Street C
and westerly connection to Falconbridge Road and the bypass around New Sudbury from Highway
17 to Maley Drive.
The land use requires a Risk Management Plan, as identified in Part IV of the Clean Water Act, 2006
to protect existing and future sources of drinking water, to be carried out within a vulnerable area. The
Risk Management Plan is required to manage the future threats related to the handling and storage of
road salt, the onsite application of road salt, and the storage of snow. A Risk Management Plan must
be agreed to or established before a Section 59 Notice of Clearance to proceed will be issued. A
Section 59 Notice is required before the Development Application may receive final approval.
At times when a hockey game is scheduled at the arena, the site (not including the surrounding
business park) would require a parking supply of approximately 3,335 to 3,365 spaces: • 2,615
spaces for the main arena; • 520 to 550 spaces for the casino; and • 200 spaces for the hotel.
The report indicates that more definition should be provided regarding the location, management and
access to the temporary parking lots. The consultant should address winter maintenance (will the
temporary lots be cleared of snow to facilitate parking?) and what type of arrangement needs to be
made to facilitate shared parking once the business park is constructed?
Transportation improvements should be in place concurrent with the opening of the various parts of
the business park. While a valid recommendation this is not within the scope of this application.
Service to and from events at the arena is being considered to be provided by express shuttles to the
downtown terminal (and the New Sudbury Centre terminus). “Extra” trips on key routes serving those
terminals could minimize transfer times during low-frequency periods. Spectators holding valid Arena
tickets could be allowed to ride Sudbury Transit to and from the site for free or for a reduced fare.
Including travel information with tickets would further attract spectators who are not frequent transit
riders. The internal Site road network will also have provisions to prioritize the movement of transit
and shuttle services and provide convenient pickup and drop-off areas near the arena and casino
entrances, including a bus loop with a traffic signal at its exit to protect bus flows onto Street A. The
functionality of this loop and signal needs to be illustrated with a bus staging/movement drawing for
clarification. The Consultant notes that while this TDM measure addresses parking supply, it may
result in an overall increase in traffic when considering the additional counter-peak direction trips.
Active Transportation: The Consultant sees opportunities to provide connection to the bicycle lanes
on Bancroft Drive via Street C while considering extending this cycling route to the south along
Levesque Street. While this may encourage some cyclists to use these facilities to reach the Site, it
should be noted that the OHL season occurs throughout the fall and winter, when cycling volumes
may be lower than in summer months. Moreover, the Site being situated far from the City Centre
would only attract cyclists from the local neighbourhoods, which are relatively low in number. To
accommodate pedestrians
The studies ask these questions: What agreements that need to be in place to address the deficiency
in the parking required by forecast demand? How would the vacant lots be maintained in winter to

facilitate parking? The deficiency is proposed to be accommodated in the long term by sharing
surface parking space with business park lots after work hours, however, what would happen if the
lots were required by both the arena and the business parks and for future development? The
financing/structure of the transit shuttles needs to be described. For instance, how will free transit
passes be provided to the attendees? Will the City pay for them, or will the Arena arrange them?
Summary:
It would seem that there was not sufficient planning attention given to the many factors that make this
application less attractive than what was intended and violate a number of Provincial Policy
Statements and other relevant documents. It would appear that documents were prepared to support
and justify the re-zoning decision without due regard to recognized Provincial Policy Statements or
other relevant material and also what might be described as “common sense”.
The environmental issue with respect to increased salt contamination of the watershed and Lake
Ramsey of which there are few if any proven mitigation methods was not given proper evaluation
especially with respect to Provincial Policy Statements, Source Water Protection and Official Plan
directives, and relevant scientific documents and recognized expert opinion.
The matter of location and land use is particular relevant with regards to Provincial Policy Statement
1.1.3 which upon examination would suggest that the current downtown location of the Arena is best
usage for the reasons given. This is also apparent through review of the transportation material that
indicates that the Kingsway location for currently proposed and possible future use would contribute
to congestion that could only possibly be alleviated by expensive and perhaps environmentally
damaging new and widened road development, especially if in the watershed.
It is recognized by proponents of the downtown and by personal observation that there is sufficient
and convenient parking available for Arena events. As well, again based on observation there is little
congestion on city streets leading to or in the downtown when events take place at the current Arena.
This is likely due to the number of access points to the downtown from various points in the city. The
facility is close by public transit, the central bus terminal being only a short distance from the Arena.
Finally, last, but not least consideration must be given with respect to this appeal in relation to other
appeals submitted with respect to the proposed Casino/Hotel and Arena/Entertainment Complex
rezoning matters and the effects of future development in the area.
Recommendation:
Due to the reasons presented and supported by relevant Provincial Policy Statements and other
documents referenced and referred to including the Official Plan of the City of Greater Sudbury and
the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario it is respectfully suggested that this appeal be recognized.
John Lindsay - President, Minnow Lake Restoration Group –705-507-6037

e-mail: info.minnowlake@gmail.com and/or johnl.fdi@gmail.com

